Team Work Makes the Dream Work
Hello!

Meghan Dowell
consulting librarian
You can find me at: @librarianmegs

Jedidiah Rex
instructional technologist
You can find me at: @jedidiahrex

#dreamteam
#LTC2016
Beloit College by the Numbers

1200 students, 46 states, 40 countries
1. The Past, or How we became
Our Process

Small Pool by Jedidiah Rex is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
Our Process
2. Present, or where we are now
We finally solved the problem by collaborating with our technical services department.

– Judith Logan
Project Collaborations

- Workgroup meetings
- Accessibility
- LibGuides + Moodle
- Digital project support
- Campus printing
- Hacker Study Group
- Conference proposals
Work Group Collaboration
Moodle + LibGuides
Digital Project Support
Printing Initiative

This guide is dedicated to assisting in the reduction of printing on campus.

Where Do I Start?

This guide is dedicated to assisting in the reduction of printing on campus. Check back often as new strategies will be added as they become available. Share your methods below in the feedback area.

Accessibility -- Recommendations and strategies for making class materials more accessible.
Scanning -- Guidelines and recommendations for how to create the best PDF possible.
Reading -- Resources about reading and retention of digital information.
Note-Taking -- Recommendations for tools to assist taking and organizing notes.
Saving and Sharing -- Recommendations for ways to save and share PDFs.
Grading -- Steps for instructors on how to annotate or mark-up a PDF submitted for an assignment in Moodle.
Other Tools -- Links to mobile apps and sites that may assist you as you work with PDFs.

Campus Resources

- Printing at Beloit College
- Check Your Balance
- Retrieve Your PIN
- Printing FAQs

Faculty

Staff

Students

Feedback

Your username (rex@beloit.edu) will be recorded when you submit this form. Not rex? Sign out.

Share how you've reduced printing:

Support

- Adam Dinnen
- Chris Nelson
- Jedidiah Rex
- Josh Hickman
- Meghan Dowell
Code Academy
Group Meeting
“Where we're going, we don't need roads.”

-Dr. Emmet Brown, *Back to the Future*
Challenges
Challenges
A Bug’s Life, Pixar Studios, 1998
Opportunities
Takeaways

- Institutional support
- Team building
- Geographic space
- Creative thinking
- Faculty outreach
What are your ideas?

What are your current collaborations?
What are your wishlist collaborations?
How do you manage expectations with faculty?
How do you address bandwidth issues (not wifi)?
THANK YOU!

Meghan Dowell – dowellml@beloit.edu
Jedidiah Rex – rexj@beloit.edu
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